From our far flung inquiries, we find that many of
these ships are passed down generation to generation,
but others are seized in the Vuldrok’s savage wars of
oath-breakings and generational reprisals, or given by
great thanes and captains to their more ferocious jarls
and bloodthirsty followers as a way of bestowing riches upon their warrior bands, a custom going back a
millennium. Apparently, new ones can be purchased
from the shipyard, although production is a more
time-consuming process among the Vuldrok than in
our shipyards.
Some of these ships have been gained and lost in
games of chance or fetes of strength and skill, no
doubt with the contestants besotted with mead or
other ales. This means of acquiring a starship staggers
the imagination, although we know of one al-Malik
noble, who shall remain anonymous for the sake of
his family and retainers, who lost a ship to a Hazat
emissary in a game of chess; such a practice occurs
even among the more civilized among us.
Design
The Myrkwyrm exhibits the “battle-axe” design
template that is also seen in the Froljir-style galliot
and the Possum-style hauler. The central spine of the
ship resembles the haft of an axe and the forward section is its blade. The Vuldrok claim that the design
originated not during the Second Republic, as is the
case with many Known Worlds ships, but was developed by Maghtaw Nation shipwrights to bolster King
Froljir’s fleets.
Like many Vuldrok-crafted ships, the Myrkwyrm
is armored. Rather than relying on shields to withstand damage, the hull is plated with a special alloy.
The manufacturing secret for this metal is unknown
in the Known Worlds, although surely the Engineers
Guild has studied it by now and could reproduce it
if necessary. Our understanding is that ships wearing
such armor must have hulls designed to do so; existing
shielded ships cannot be easily retrofitted for it.
Our noted librarian and historian Sir Constantine
Torenson holds that the Vuldrok battle-axe ship template is apparently similar to the Palisade-style light
planetary defense ship of the Republic. Another of
our members, the honorable Kuan Ran Hala, notes
the resemblance to the Zhar-ptitsa-style deep-space
explorer, also flown during the mid and late Second
Republic. A new member of our Society, Srinivasa
Vidyakara, a Ramakhrisna historian and archivist
on Hargard, believes that, despite similarities to the
aforementioned security- and explorer-class ships, the
Myrkwyrm’s manufacture and production is unique
to the Maghtaw Nation of sorcerer-technicians, dating to the reign of their great conqueror, King Froljir
Storm-Fury (his names are legion), to accompany his

great fleets in their conquest of the Known Worlds
and Kurga Caliphate.
According to Vidyakara, the Vuldrok worlds maintained numerous shipyards after their rapid fall into
the cold night of heathen barbarism when the Republic perished. In time, only great power and wealth
could maintain this production, and the majority of
the shipyards fell into the hands of the Rekgold city
princes and Maghtaw technicians, save a few still under the authority of great thanes.
The Myrkwood-style ship remains unique in that
its design must have been fairly widespread, for lesser thanes were able to maintain and produce them
in great numbers until fairly recently, when wars between two of the Vuldrok worlds devastated many
independent shipyards. The Sjálfseign Shipyards, in
the Sjálfseign Republic on Wolf‘s Lament, continues
production of the Myrkwyrm using Maghtaw technicians and Drenjar/Zetol labor.

